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Session Agenda

● Introduction
● Student presentations

○ "Beginnings and Endings" - Kit Meszaros ‘24 and Lindsay Riordan ‘25
○ "Art of Africa and the Americas" and "Kings and Caliphs" - Grace 

Morrissey ‘22
○ "Theology of Making" - Luke Birch ‘25 and Michael Scuderi ‘25
○ "Filmmaking in Spanish" - Diana Chavez Cruz ‘24, Marie James ‘24, and 

Sam Kirkpatrick ‘24
○ "Seeking Justice" - Molly Doyle ‘22 and Rachel Enad ‘22 

● Q&A



Beginnings and Endings

Professor Beard
Kit Meszaros and Lindsay Riordan

A Reflection of the CBL Experience at St. Mary Health Care Center



Introduction
Community-Based Learning Experiences 



Montserrat Seminar

Laboring Under an Illusion The Art of Dying Well

Historical, social, 
psychological, clinical, 
and ethical aspects of 

birth, the birthing 
process, and birth 

practitioners 

Historical, social, 
psychological, clinical, 
and ethical aspects of 
death and dying with 
attention to both past 

and present 
approaches



St. Mary Health Care Center
6



Memory Care 

Palliative Care

Long Term Care
Short Term 

Rehabilitation and 
Skilled Medical Care

Respite Care

Care and 
Services

“Utilizing what still exists in 
long-term memory, as well as 

preserving the ability and 
dignity of the residents.”



Impact of TimeSlips on St. Mary

That's the smile we 
want to be seeing 
more of. You guys 

need to come around 
more often.

“

”



Bridging the Generational Gap

Learning from one another

Giving back

Easing their loneliness



Defining Dementia and Alzheimer’s

Definition Symptoms

● Memory loss
● Confusion/mood changes
● Emotional disturbances

The most common form of 
dementia caused by a 

buildup of plaques and 
tangles in the brain

2 Alzheimer’s

● Progressive forgetfulness
● Difficulty doing familiar tasks
● Confusion
● Poor judgement or decision making abilities

A disorder of mental 
processes caused by brain 

injury or disease

1 Dementia



TimeSlips Creative 
Engagement
“A creative storytelling program that serves 
the purpose of bringing meaning to late life 
through creative engagement”11



Set-up 
& 

Process
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Requirements
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➔ Always saying yes, and…

➔ Giving proof of listening 

➔ Opening ourselves to wonder

➔ Committing to rigor and the value of all human beings

➔ Finding meaning by connecting our personal expressions to the 
larger world

➔ Asking Beautiful Questions



BEAUTIFUL QUESTIONS

If love were 
an object 

what would it 
be?

If your foot 
could talk 

what would it 
say?

If you could 
have a 

superpower 
what would it 

be?

15
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Why Does CBL Matter?
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The Meaning Behind
Our Experiences



Patience

Empathy
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Takeaways

Lessons in discomfort

Perspective



The Future
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➔ Impact on future internships, jobs, and courses

➔ Academic skills

➔ Professional skills

➔ Advice for CBL Faculty

➔ Advice for CBL Students



Thank you!
Contact Information to Participate in TimeSlips:

ianbannon@figures.org
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Arts of Africa & The Americas

Kings & Caliphs: Arts of Luxury

Professor Amanda Luyster
Grace Morrissey,‘22

African Dolls Artsteps Exhibition & 
AP Art History in the Worcester Public Schools

Exhibition Preparation: The Crusades & The Chertsey Tiles: 
A Medieval Masterpiece Reconstructed



Akua’ba
Asante Culture, Ghana
19th Century
British Museum

Arts of Africa & 
The Americas



Arts of Africa & The Americas ART STEPS
https://www.artsteps.com/view/5fb2a9429e13b164763237f8











Kings & Caliphs Arts of Luxury

The Chertsey Tiles and The Crusades: A Medieval Masterpiece Reconstructed
Exhibition Opening April 2023 - Prior Arts Center

Student Contributions
● Object Labels
● Video
● Scalar Site



Object Label
This luxury ceramic type - known as 

lustreware - was valued across cultures, as both 
Islamic royal courts and European Crusaders used 
these ceramics as deluxe dinnerware. The repetitive 
scroll patterning and seated figure in a roundel create a 
visual rhythm on this bowl’s surface. However it is 
the luster glaze that creates the bowl’s unusual 
iridescent surface and makes it a luxury item. 
Lustreware is a complex and expensive glazing 
process where a ceramic is glazed in tin-oxide to 
create a white base, and then re-fired after being 
painted with metallic luster paint, resulting in a 
metallic sheen on the ceramic’s surface. Lustreware 
ceramics were highly coveted for their shimmering 
metallic quality, and were often said to have been 
dipped in the light of the sun.



Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CT55XRM9AhFWcJJ0s5is7YB2CcOKGgdW/preview


Scalar Site





Takeaways & Future Applications

- Introduction to Art History, Exhibition 
Curation, Multicultural Artistic Traditions

- Directly Applicable in the Classroom
- Reusable & Repurposable

Arts of Africa & The Americas Kings & Caliphs

- First Hand Experience with Museum Best Practices

- Provides Baseline for Serviceable Labels and 
Didactics in the Actual Exhibition

- Student Ownership and Investment in the Work

Serviceable, Applicable, Meaningful



Theology of 
Making

Professor Peter Fritz

Michael Scuderi ‘25 and 
Luke Birch ‘25



Luke Birch: Class of 2025

Brief Background About Me:

● From Mansfield, MA
● Currently studying political science.
● Participated in community service in high school

○ Volunteered at Nursing Homes, Food Pantry, Tutoring
● Reason for Selecting Theology of Making as a potential Montserrat 

Course
○ Wanted to continue my theological studies in college. 
○ Desired a more immersive service experience than the past. 



Michael Scuderi- Class of 2025

A little about me: Currently studying Chemistry and participating in two separate 
CBL projects.



About “Theology of Making”
● Seminar Style
● Closely Examine Philosophical 

and Biblical Texts
● Learn about key Catholic figures
● Explore theological concepts of 

justice, faith, and community
● Art/Making

○ Theological Lens
○ Social Justice

● Community-Based Learning
○ Mustard Seed
○ Application of material



Makoto Fujimura 

A key figure I studied while attending Theology of Making was Makoto Fujimura.

I took to his writing with significant interest and he inspired me to create. 

Video 0:30-2:30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfgcR4rEBqU&t=39s 

Prof. Fritz showed this video to our class and it completely changed my outlook on what it meant to be a maker. 

Being a maker allows God to work through an individual to make an impact on other individuals.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfgcR4rEBqU&t=39s


Dorothy Day (1897-1980)
● Founder of the Catholic Worker 

Movement alongside Peter Maurin
● Advocate of pacifism and social change
● Principles of Day and the Catholic Worker 

Movement
○ Spirituality rooted in the Gospels
○ Solidarity with the Poor
○ Racial Equality
○ Nonviolence

● Approximately 174 Catholic Worker 
Communities continue to serve in the 
United States
○ Including the Mustard Seed 



Our Work With the Mustard Seed
● Mustard Seed is a Catholic Worker House located in 

Worcester, MA
● Follow in the tradition and spirituality of Dorothy Day 

and Peter Maurin
● Serve meals, provide clothing, and offer medical 

services to those in need in the Worcester Community
● First Semester: Volunteered and served meals
● Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of the Seed

○ Create a more modern and user friendly website to 
spread awareness of their cause. 

○ Website Link: 
https://sites.google.com/d/1wM1Hqw8xIgeDp1UKekU7-hHnj6BP
X4MD/p/1hVv0ovLpj3QJJ2_QgGp-o9zaEZw_sjn0/edit

https://sites.google.com/d/1wM1Hqw8xIgeDp1UKekU7-hHnj6BPX4MD/p/1hVv0ovLpj3QJJ2_QgGp-o9zaEZw_sjn0/edit
https://sites.google.com/d/1wM1Hqw8xIgeDp1UKekU7-hHnj6BPX4MD/p/1hVv0ovLpj3QJJ2_QgGp-o9zaEZw_sjn0/edit


How CBL creates a bridge 

CBL creates a bridge between the classroom and the world around us. 

Students can apply skills they have learned in the classroom and volunteer at a 
variety of sites. 

Summit Campus, located in Worcester, offers HC students a chance to be a social 
coach.(Bottom left)



Reflection/ Conclusion

● Empathy
● Conversation
● Potential
● Inspired  
● Emotions 
● Uncomfortable 



Filmmaking in Spanish
By: Sam Kirkpatrick, Marie James, and Diana Chavez Cruz



Background

❖ Introductions
❖ Background on course
❖ The combination of learning about filmmaking and learning Spanish
❖ The Process

➢ Learning the terms and functions, learning the equipment…
➢ Then learning about our partners

❖ Selection Day 
➢ Why we all chose El Buen Samaritano (EBS)
➢ Who was part of the team 

❖ Benefits of CBL component
➢ Made us better students in the classroom 
➢ AND better students in the community 



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jB9eF5QoCN69Iaes6dgzb_Y4Y40jvuLn/preview


About EBS

❖ Maria and Osiris Reyes
➢ Desire to be the “Good Samaritan”

❖ Mari Gonzalez
❖ More than just food → community center

➢ Vaccines, jobs, teaching, clothing/resources
❖ Now 30 Years in Worcester



The Experience

❖ 3 most meaningful aspects 
➢ Relationships 
➢ Community
➢ Impact 

❖ Uniqueness of this class through CBL 
➢ Perspective
➢ Selflessness/Picking others up 
➢ Applying the language outside of the classroom



Impact for the Future

❖ Impact on life decisions
➢ What can this experience teach me?

■ About myself 
■ About what I’m good at
■ About what I’m not good at

➢ Team Oriented
■ Theme of “hands” in our video

❖ Skills learned 
➢ How to resolve internal issues
➢ How to be versatile / flexible
➢ How to listen to understand

■ Especially with language barrier



Closing



Seeking Justice in Worcester & Beyond: 
A Conversation on Food Security 

Molly Doyle ‘22 and Rachel Enad ‘22 



CISS 310: Seeking Justice, Professor Sterk Barrett 
- How does social justice connect to the mission of 

Jesuit higher education?
- Explore the complexities of social justice and 

explain theoretical perspectives and approaches to 
seeking justice

- Analyze root causes of justice
- Reflect on how our educational experiences have 

related to seeking justice
- What does it mean to be “for and with” others?
- Self-reflection and consideration into how we 

might seek justice moving forward 
- Reflect on our talents and practice discernment 
- Connect theory with practice through CBL project



Food Insecurity in the United States

- Food Insecurity: Households or individuals 
who experience uncertainty of having, or an 
inability to access, an adequate amount of 
affordable and nutritious food.

- There is more than enough food to feed 
everyone, so why does hunger exist? 

- History of Food Insecurity in the United States
- 1970s – lowest levels of food insecurity
- 1980s – Social programs experience widespread 

cuts creating a dependence on charity to address 
hunger

- Charity vs. Justice Approach to Hunger
- Both are needed! Hunger is not experienced equally. Racial, 

gender, and geographic disparities exist.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKOiT1vY7v0




April 20, 2022 
Smith Labs 154: Panel Discussion on 
Seeking Justice in Worcester & Beyond: 
A Conversation on Food Security 



Reflection 

“Their wisdom really resonated with me, and with the audience I hope - and it was quite inspiring 
to see first hand how they were able to turn their passions into careers. To be able to see the 
variety of different paths one can take to achieve the same goal/outcome was great and I think it 
really tied together what we had learned in class about vocation and the ways in which we can 
respond to vocation.” - Rachel Enad 

“I have long known that I am interested in addressing social issues, but I lacked formal knowledge 
of many issues and their solutions. Fortunately, I feel that many of these gaps were filled through 
Seeking Justice, community based learning, and other experiential learning opportunities I 
became involved with throughout my time at Holy Cross.” - Molly Doyle



Thank you! 


